
[6.80] Battlemap markers

[6.81] Each battlemap marker or "chit" denotes the location and type of command that the marker represents. Each
marker is numbered to help identify the command. The marker's number is recorded on the command roster ID
line or on the top edge someplace.

[6.82] Each marker can represent a command of 1 figure to 150 figures in size. The only requirement are the
guildlines as to which type of marker is used. These are found below. A headquarter marker only shows the location
of the HQ base. If the base is set up then the officer figure can move away on the battlemap. A simple coin should
be used to track the individual officer figure if required. If the units attached to headquarters elect to leave the same
battlemap square (HQ) the player should place a small command infantry, cavalry or artillery marker on the map
to track the movement.

[6.83] The types of command marker for the battlemap. This list is somewhat different from the list under the
campaign rules,
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a. Infantry command: A infadtry command is a command of infantry battalions with or without

attached cavalry and artillery units. A mixed cavalry/infantry/artillery command is marked as a
infantry command. The size can be 1 to 150 figures but commands of tO figures or less must see
the SMALL COMMAND list below.
Cavalry command: A cavalry command is all cavalry and/or horse artillery attached. No infantry
or foot artillery can be attached to a cavalry command. Commands lO figures or less must be noted
as small commands. *
Artillery commandjb artillery command is a collection of five or more artillery batteries with or
without a small infantry escort (1-10 figures). These commands may have corp level ammo trains.
Artillery commands are commanded by an artillery commander who gives firepower bonus. Only
certain nations have the ability to create these commands. See section 4.90 for additional
information. ^k
Legion comr+end/Light Command: A mixedti\li'*rry, cavalry *o ol*ft*lriJry command. Treat
as tbr rEffieommand above..S

Grenadier Infantry Command: Just a different type of infantry command. The marker would have
a "G" marked upon it to denote these infantry command.

f. Guard Infantry Command: The infantry marker will have a "GD" marked upon it. The majority
of units must be CMR 8 or higher.
Guard Cavalry Command: The cavalry command would have a "GD" marked upon it. The
majority of the figures must be CMR 8 or higher.
Cossack (irregular) command: A cossack or irregular cavalry command marker. The majority of
the fisures must be cossack or irresular rated cavalrv.

sMALL COMMANDS (t0 figures or less) C^ws 7a doCf **J*^)
i. Park Command (small): The park command shows the location of a d€pot(supply command) or

the artillery park unit if the combined army present is large enough to require a park.
Siege command (small): The command which has the siege artillery. Siege artillery can only be
placed into a siege command or attached to a Headquarters (Corp/Wing, Army or Nation).
Exception: Ottoman siege artillery can be part of the normal ottoman artillery commands.
Supply or Train wagons commands (Small): This can be a depot supply on wagons or emplaced.
Also represents the locationof all the combined wagons for the army's Headquarters baggage wagon
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trains.
Small command or unit markers: These marker are generic marker for all countries which have
a use to denote the location of small detachments. All are small l0 or less figure commands. A
common example would be detachment of artillery from a HQ marker to bring the cannon towards
the battlefront, outposts, regimental cavalry patrols, garrison etc.

b.

m. Dummy commands: These markers are to represent dummy commands to mislead the other players

into the location of actual forces. Each dummy command has a real officer but no combat units

attached to the command. Dummy commands can move and act like any real command. They

cannot scout enemy formations. @.
.

[6.90] Battlemap moYement rules
Movement on the battlemap is from square to square, either in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal movement. The
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travelling along the road/traffstrategic mode movement in road mode formation omit terrain costs. Commands in

battle mode formation may save movement points to enter an adjacent square only.

Note: The movement orders or the path traced upon the battlemap come from the Nation, Army or Corp

level commander. See the orders rule section for the writing of the battlemap movement orders.

[6.91] Each square on the battlemap is equal to a 1' xl' square on the tabletop.

[6.92] Each square cost 1 movement point to move vertical or horizontal. To move diagonal the cost is I ll2

movement points per square. All command markers start their battlemap movement in a inverted (face side down)

position till a "B" or "A" sighting report per the visibility rules. At that time the marker is flipped over to disclose

the command marker information to all players. If the sighting changing back to a "C" or "D" visibility report then

the marker is flipped back to the inverted side again.

[6.93] Terrain effects the movement of command markers into a square. The entire cost of the basic movement per

square rate (lmp vertical/horizontal or I llZmp diagonal) plus the terrain cost must be paid @|ore: the command

marker can move into the square with the terr4iA Ttll.tle grarker has paid all the costs to move into the square it

is assumed to be in the starting (original) rquuffittfutffioad movement mode must follow the road or trail thru

all squares which the road or trail pass thru. No short cuts. If the road/trail crosses on the diagonal then the diagonal

rate of I ll2mp is applied.

[6.94] No command marker can save movement points unless one of the following applies. No command marker

can move more than 2 squares per Movement Phase..l square if in battle mode.

a. The command is in battle formation mode
b. The command is using strategic road mode with all units moving on the road/trail

c. The command is moving into a terrain covered square and additional movement points are required

. to enter the sqqare. n
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[6.95] No command can save movement points beyond the Movement Phase which they can be expended. Markers

cannot have a "standing reserve" of extra movement points.

t6.961 If a player is attempting to deploy his figures in the "Forward half" of the square area (see deployment rules),

he must sle ll2 mp and mark the command marker as such. He must inform the opposite player(team) that his

command will be able to deploy in the forward half. Note: There must be a terrain feature in the square to allow
forward half deployment.

[6.97] To determine if the terrain effect applies to a square the following rules should be noted;

Small Command Infantry marker: Use for small infantry command or a mixture
of combat arms. (ro r'gprg .r" Fets\
Small Artitlery marker:"urJ rot pu../-titt.ry batteries. 1 -4 6qf&^;s

Small Cavalry marker: Pure cavalry command of t0 or less figures.
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a. If the terrain feature covers 5O% ot greater the surface area on the map then the terrain effect
applies.

d" If the terrain feature is a bridge, ford or town then the extra movement costs apply unless in
strategic road mode formation. Bridges will restrict the crossing rate depending upon type and size.
Fords have a cofilmon size. See river crossing rules for additional information.
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[6.98] Command markers can stack up to 21fraik&f,ln the same square if the total figure count doesn't exceed 150
figures between both commands. Players should carefully note that the deployment rules are very strict to the ability
to "spread out" combat units in a command marker. A average division or large brigade will cover 1 square with
little room to spare. Placing two markers in the same square will cause extreme crowding and morale disorder of
the units unless the commands are small in size. Dummy commands count for stacking. Command markers using
road mode CANNOT stack and normally take up additional squares along the road/trail to have all the units moving
along the road/trail.

[6.99] A command marker in battle mode has a "BATTLE mode" coin marker placed upon the map command
marker or the tabletop movement block has the officer figure placed upon it. Changing from Strategic mode/road
mode to Battle mode takes 1 full stationary Mnov6ment Phase. Going into Strategic from Battle mode takes delays
determined by xx.xx. .,{t o:^-t,.-.ir- n a &i&.1d.

Notes on Dummy markers. .i*
Dummy command Marker movement cannot be used to scout enemy command markers, collect any information ,

. A player can move a dummy command
marker around the map any way he feels to confuse and deceive the other players. Dummy markers can be picked

up from the map and placed back in another location of the map. A dummy command can be placed or moved
against the enemy flank or rear area to confuse and threaten. A player can move a real and dummy command
marker together (stacking). Dummy commands have a f1ljrcgl_lgure but no combat units attached. They cannot

block LOC or attack enemy formations. They give 1 extra scouting marker to the corp or a.rmy HQ for each dummy
command marker present in the battlezonezlgthis way they increase the scouting ability of the higher commanders.

A dummy command gives 5 MFP toward$ the bide total and uses MFPpoints as per the MFP rules.
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